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1.0 TSS-1R TELEMETRY MSID'S
The Tethered Satellite System CTSS) Mission 1 Reflight ended on Sunday February 25, 1996 at
7:29:27 PM CST. The mission ended prematurely when the tether broke. The duration of
deployed tether operations between flyaway and tether break was 4 hours, 41 minutes and 27
seconds. Preliminary appearances suggested that an electrical arc melted a segment of the tether
causing it to fail when exposed to the tension levels normally present between the TSS Lower
Tether Control Mechanism (LTCM) and the Upper Tether Control Mechanism (UTCM). An
examination of the tension levels measured confirms that no tension transient events immediately
preceded the tether break incident. Tension levels simply dropped to zero within seconds after
the break. An examination of the tether voltage and current also support an electrical arcing
event.
The purpose of this report is to document the analyses performed on the TSS-IR telemetry data
after the flight. These analyses addressed the tether dynamics of TSS-1R. The telemetry data
was provided in a CD-ROM format. The data contained on the CD-ROM was selected from
available Satellite and orbiter MSID's: 264 data items were selected and provided in 58 "TAB"
files. The data sets start at 3/00:00:00 and end at 3/05:45:00 mission elapsed time (MET). This
range spans the period of tether dynamics. MET can be related to Greenwich Mean Time (GMT)
by noting that 0/00:00:00 MET corresponds to 53/20:18:00 GMT. A summary of events and
times they occurred is contained in section 2.0. Thanks to NASA/MSFC and NTI for providing







Table 1.1 TSS-1R Telemetry MSID TAB's
TEMAG X MODE 1 OUT/MODE 2 IN
TEMAG Y MODE 1 IN/MODE 2 OUT
TEMAG Y MODE 1 OUT/MODE 2 IN






































X-COMP OF FLTRS CURR POS VCTR-TLM
Y-COMP OF FLTRS CURR POS VCTR-TLM
Z-COMP OF FLTRS CURR POS VCTR-TLM
X-COMP OF FLTRS CURR VEL VCTR-TLM
Y-COMP OF FLTRS CURR VEL VCTR-TLM
Z-COMP OF FLTRS CURR VEL VCTR-TLM
TIME OF FILTER STATE VECTOR-TLM
M50 TO BODY QUAT MEASURED ELEM 1
M50 TO BODY QUAT MEASURED ELEM 2
M50 TO BODY QUAT MEASURED ELEM 3
M50 TO BODY QUAT MEASURED ELEM 4
M50 WRT LVLH QUAT 1
M50 WRT LVLH QUAT 2
M50 WRT LVLH QUAT 3
M50 WRT LVLH QUAT 4
KU-BAND A CH1 ROLL WORD 3 WD3
KU-BAND A CH 1 PITCH WORD 4 WD4
KU-A CH 1 RDR RANGE BITS 01-23
EMP EXPERIMENT DC VOLTAGE







































































CONSTANTDRIFT X COARSEBYTE 1
CONSTANTDRIFT X COARSEBYTE 2
CONSTANTDRIFT X COARSEBYTE 3
CONSTANTDRIFT X COARSEBYTE 4
CONSTANTDRIFT X FINE BYTE 1




CONSTANTDRIFT X FINE BYTE 3






















Y FINE BYTE 1
Y FINE BYTE 2





















Z FINE BYTE 1
Z FINEBYTE 2
CONSTANT DRIFT Z FINEBYTE 3






















































































MAIN ISO. V. STATUS
TANK PRESSURE
REGULATEDPRESSURE
IN LINE 1V. STATUS
IN LINE 2 V. STATUS
IN PL. REARV. STATUS
IN PL. FRONTV. STATUS
OUT OFPL. RIGHT V. STATUS
OUT OFPL. LEFT V. STATUS
I/O OF PL. ISO. V. STATUS
YAW 1V. STATUS














































































SA CURRENT(MAGNITUDE AND SIGN)





X AXIS MAG FIELD
Y AXIS MAG FIELD
Z AXIS MAG FIELD
CPUTIME MOSTSIGNIFICANT BYTE 1
CPUTIME BYTE 2
CPUTIME BYTE 3



















































































CMD IN-PLANE LIBRATION ANGLE (E12.5)
CMD IN-PLANE LIBRATION ANGULAR VEL (E12.5)
CMD IN-PLANE LIBRATION ANGULAR ACC (E12.5)
*RADP ESTIMATED RM ANGULAR VELOCITY(F10.5)
CNT MOTOR/GENERATORPULSEWIDTH
M ESTIMATED REELRADIUS (F10.5)
*OHMS COMMANDED LOADBANK RESISTANCE
































CMD TETHERLEN 10/I'S PLACE
CMD TETHERLEN 0.I/0.01'SPLACE







CMD TETHER VELOCITY INTEGERPART
CMD TETHERVELOCITY FRACTION

















































TETHER VOLTAGE MONITOR DC X 10 (E12.5)





























CMD TETHER ACCELERATION (M/S/S) (E12.5)

















MEASURED UNSTRETCHED TETHER LENGTH
MEAS TETHER LEN 1000/100'S PLACE











2.0 TETHER DEPLOYMENT EVENTS HISTORY
The reconstructed events history of for TSS-1R tether deployment dynamics activities is shown
in table 2.1.
EVENT








Yaw Hold Enabled 3/00:30:40
IL2 Off 3/01:53:02
ARD Test Begins 3/01:24:07
























Seg1- Seg2 3/01:59:44 5564.0
Seg2 - Seg3 3/02:45:41 8321.0
Seg3 - Seg4 3/04:04:04 13024
Seg4 - Seg5 3/05:54:45 19665.0
Sunrise/ Sunset
Sunset 1 3/00:42:54 954.0
Sunrise 1 3/01:17:18 3018.0
Sunset 2 3/02:13:18 6378.0
Sunrise 2 3/02:47:46 8446.0
Sunset 3 3/03:43:42 11802.0
Sunrise 3 3/04:18:08 13868.0
Sunset 3 3/05:14:08 17228.0
3.0 DISCUSSION OF PRE-FLYAWAY DEPLOYER BOOM FREQUENCIES
The lateral frequencies of the TSS Deployer Boom were calculated and tested prior to the flight
TSS-1 (original mission). They were also calculated from satellite lateral accelerometer (SLA)
data for TSS-1. The assumption here is that the satellite moves rigidly with the boom. The
values determined were 0.166 Hertz for x vibration and 0.553 Hertz for y vibration. Satellite
accelerometer data for TSS-1R in the time flame immediately prior to flyaway also provide
opportunities to determine these frequencies.
The SLA x accelerometer data for the period prior to flyaway is plotted in Figure 3.1. It can be
observed that a number of transient events excite the accelerometers. These are apparendy due to
orbiter thruster firings. These events are numbered for identification purposes. For each event, a
set of data points is determined which spans the event for analysis purposes. This data set is a
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The original data was at approximately 0.640 second intervals with occasional frames missing.
The transient events allow several determinations of boom frequencies in the range of 0.13 - 0.15
Hertz. The range seems to be due to a non-linear amplitude dependence of the oscillation, since
the frequencies are progressively lower as the amplitude grows higher. This is shown in Figure














TSS-1 R Flight Data Evaluation, Boom Frequency Spectrum, X axis
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The SLA y accelerometerdataprovidesjust a single,well-definedtransientevent. This datais















TSS-1 R Flight Data Evaluation, Satellite y axis accelerometer (prior to flyaway)
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For analysis purposes, the bias was subtracted out before the fourier transform operation was
performed. Figure 3.4 shows the fourier transform of the data over the transient event. The y
axis frequency is observed to be_5,3 Hertz.
TSS-1 R Flight Data Evaluation, Satellite y axis accelerometer (transient oscillation)
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This valueis significantlyhigher thanwasobservedin x. No explanationfor this phenomenais
availableyet. Figure 3.5 showsthe SLAy dataplotted over the pre-flyawaytransient. SLAy
datafor the period following flyaway is shownplotted in Figure 3.6. The tethercut occursat
17067seconds.Notice that severaltransientsoccurduringthis period. Theseareattributedto
satellitelateral/attitudethrusterfh'ings.
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TSS-1 R Flight Data Evaluation, Satellite y axis accelerometer (transient oscillation)
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4.0 OBSERVER RECONSTRUCTION OF SKIP ROPE
The complex, frequency domain skip rope observer (CFDSO) was developed originally for post
flight evaluation of data for TSS-1. It was adapted as ground software for use in real-time flight
support for the TSS-1R mission. The CFDSO was developed on the assumption that near steady
state conditions would prevail during the periods of its operation. In practise this means that
tether length rate must be small so that skip rope frequency changes only minimally over a cycle.
Also, this means that current must be constant or slowly varying over a skip rope period. It was
envisioned that the operating condition during which the skip rope observers (SRO's) would be
most needed was on station operations at Station 1, 20.7 km, Creep and Station 2. TSS-1R
tether operations included only a period of deployment with relatively large deployment rates and
substantial current flowing. Thus, SRO operations were adversely affected. However, the
CFDSO estimate of the phase of skip rope motion is more seriously affected than the amplitude.
This is due to the fact that the skip rope (SR) frequency is changing and the CFDSO algorithm
does not account for this. Hence, its estimate of phase is off. The CFDSO post flight
determination of SR amplitude is considered to be reasonably accurate and is constructed
somewhat differently from the real-time CFDSO algorithm. The post flight procedure
reconstructs the SR over the interval of the rate data, while the real-time algorithm uses the same
procedure but projects from this data to the most recent time in the data set.
The reconstructed skip rope is computed from the satellite rate data which has been processed
from the TSS-1R telemetry so that the update rate is one per second with no gaps. Any missing
data is filled in through linear interpolation. The algorithm reconstructs SR over the period
corresponding to the data window. Discrete intervals of time have been selected for processing.
The first interval is the period from 4000-4800 seconds after flyaway. This interval was chosen to
allow the satellite to get sufficiently far from the boom for SR motion to develop and for any
transients due to flyaway to abate. Figure 4.1 shows the variation in tether length measured over
the observation interval while, Figure 4.2 contains the 3 body rate components over the same
period. The average length is approximately 600 m. This is well outside the 224 m range where
the CFDSO was shown to work for TSS- 1.
18
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TSS-1R CFDSO Skip Rope Estimation 4000 - 4800
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TSS-1R CFDSO Skip Ro )e Estimation, 4000-4800
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This datais processedby the CFDSOalgorithmandproducestheestimateof SRmotionshown
in Figure4.3. Theestimatedmotionamplitudein andoutof planeareapproximately6 m.
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The next interval considered is 5160-6000 seconds. This interval was selected to put it beyond
the cutoff of the in line 2 thruster set so that the tension in the tether would not be changing
significantly. Figure 4.4 shows the tether length variation. The average length is approximately
1600 m. Figure 4.5 presents the satellite rates over this interval. Note that the spin rate is
changing over this interval. The satellite has been placed in passive spin mode which means that
yaw control is no longer active and the twist torque in the tether is causing the yaw rate to build
up slowly. Figure 4.6 is the reconstructed SR for this period and reveals the presence of higher
order modes. The amplitudes of the motion are approximately 2 m which is minimal for this
location.
2200,
TSS-1R CFDSO Skip Rope Estimation, 5160- 6000
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Thenext intervalis 6000-6800seconds.Figures4.7-4.9showthepertinentresults. Theaverage
length is 2600 m.. The yaw rate is continuingto build in the negativeyaw direction. This is
causingthe CFDSO to lose lock on its estimateof the satelliteyaw angle. However, the SR
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TSS-1R CFDSO Skip Rope Estimation, 6000 - 6800
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TSS-1R CFDSO Skip Rope Estimation, 6000 - 6800
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Thenext interval is 7000-8000seconds.Thetrendpreviouslydescribediscontinuing. Thisdata
is shownin Figures4.10-4.12. The SRmotionhassimplifiedandthe amplitudeis now in the2-3
m range.
TSS-1R CFDSO Skip Rope Estimation, 7000 - 8000
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TSS-1R CFDSO Skip Rope Estimation, 7000 - 8000
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TSS-1R CFDSO Skip Rope Estimation, 7000 - 8000
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Theinterval from 8000-9000secondsafter flyawayshowsa significantgrowth in SRamplitude.
This data is shown in Figures4.13-4.15. This trendmay bedue to the current flow which is
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TSS-1R CFDSO Skip Rope Estimation, 8000 - 9000
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TSS-1R CFDSO Skip Rope Estimation, 8000 - 9000
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The interval from 10000-11000seconds(Figures4.16-4.18)showsa continuedbuildupin SR
amplitudeand a significantchangein shapebut sincephaseinformationis unreliable,the shape
shouldnot be takenvery seriously. The shapeis interestingin that it hasa small amountof
















TSS-1R CFDSO Skip Rope Estimation, 10000- 11000
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TSS-1R CFDSO Skip Rope Estimation, 10000 - 11000
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TSS-1R CFDSO Skip Rope Estimation, 10000 - 11000
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The interval from 12000-13000seconds(Figures4.19-4.21)coversa periodwhenyaw control
hasbeenre-enabled. This shouldallow improvedaccuracyfor the CFDSO estimatesof SR
motion.
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TSS-1R CFDSO Skip Rope Estimation, 12000 - 13000
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TheresultingSRmotionshowsnearly50m of mostlyoutof planeskipropemotion. The trendis
continuedfor the period 14000-15200seconds(Figures4.22-4.24). The SR motion remains
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The final interval covers15600-17000,the periodjust prior to the tethercut. The deployment
rate is slowing during this interval and the CFDSO performance should be improving. This data is
shown in Figures 4.25-4.27. Note that the amplitude has reduced to approximately 35 m in plane
and 30 m out of plane. The SR motion has acquired more angular momentum. The effects of
current flowing is beginning to be more evident.
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Overalltheperformanceof theCFDSOduringthis periodappearsto bereasonable.Comparisons
betweenSRO's (time domainskip rope observer(TDSO) andCFDSOhaveshownapproximate
matchesin amplitudebut disagreementin phase.Thus,theresultssummarizedin thisdiscussion
with the accompanyingplots representsa good estimateof SRbehaviorover the periodof the
tether deploymentfor TSS-1R. More detailedanalysisof the telemetrydata includingbetter
estimatesof satellite attitude as well as video data showing the tether may allow better
determinationof tetherskip ropemotion.
5.0 AUTO RATE DAMPING PERFORMANCE
The auto rate damping (ARD) mode was tested during the period from 3427-5162 following
flyaway. Figure 5.1 shows the satellite roll and pitch rates during this period. The ARD tests are
indicated by the increases in rates followed by the reductions back to previous levels. The
performance of the ARD system is indicated by the rapid reduction of the satellite rates back to
levels within the deadband levels set for the ARD which were typically 0.5 degrees/second. This
reduction was accomplished with 1 to 2 thruster shots. Thus, the ARD system was shown to
perform its function quite well.
46
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6.0 TETHER VOLTAGE AND CURRENT TIME HISTORIES
The tether voltage vs time curve is shown in Figure 6.1. Scale changes which occur at discrete
times during the deployment are not properly accounted for in the conversion algorithm. These
show up as abrupt changes in voltage level. Each scale change is a factor of 10.
6000
4000
TSS-1R Flight Data Evaluation
-4000
-6000






The final scaleis 1.0so that voltagelevelsafter approximately8000secondsafter flyaway are
correct. Figure6.2 showstethercurrentvs time. Theverticallinesapparentlyrepresentspurious
noisepeakswhich were not eliminatedby the processingalgorithm. It is to be noted that no
currentsabove0.5 Ampereswere measured(disregardingthenoisespikes). The currentwhich
causedthe tether to break apparentlybypassedthe ammeterlocation. This is reasonablesince
ammeterwas on the deployerside of the tetherand hencewould be bypassedby the arcing
current. No conclusionsare reachedwith respectto voltageandcurrentexceptthat theywere
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7.0 SATELLITE MAGNETIC FIELD TIME HISTORY
The tethered satellite measured magnetic (Temag) field data was used as part of the information
set processed by the SRO's. There were questions prior to the flight of TSS-1R whether the
understanding of the coordinate axes in which these were defined were properly handled by the
SRO's and the SRO pre-processor logic. The pre-processor logic calculated an estimate of the
earth magnetic field appropriate to the satellite altitude and latitude and longitude. This was
converted to the local vertical, local horizontal (LVLH) reference frame and compared with
Temag to calculate a yaw angle and provide additional information to the Kalman f'dter process in
the TDSO. Figure 7.1 shows the Temag and estimation model x component of the magnetic field.
The Temag data is the rapidly varying data and the model is the slow varying data. This behavior
results because the time interval covered here is the period during which the satellite is spinning
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Figure 7.2 shows a similar plot for the y axis and similar comments apply. Figure 7.3 shows the
RSS of the Temag x and y (solid) and the model x and y (dotted) data. Figure 7.4 shows Temag
and model for the z axis. The model z axis is the smoother curve. From the preceeding
discussion, it can be seen there is excellent agreement between the model and the Temag
measurements. It should be noted that the libration angle over this time interval is approximately
5 degrees so that the LVLH and satellite z axes are 5 degrees apart. This does not seem to affect
the agreement between model and Temag z axes. Calculations made prior to flyaway using
telemetry data and satellite attitude relative to LVLH confirmed that the coordinate frames were
being properly converted in the pre-processor logic. Thus, Temag is validated as a useful source
of SRO data.
Comparison between TEMAG and Model y axis
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Figure 7.4
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8.0 SATELLITE ATTITUDE BEHAVIOR AROUND FLYAWAY
The satellite attitude just prior to and just after flyaway is shown in the three plots in Figures 8.1-
8.3. These angles define the satellite attitude determined by the attitude measurement and control
system (AMCS) and represent an Euler angle set in a yaw, pitch, roll sequence. There is a
significant transient in attitude which occurs shortly after flyaway. Much speculation has been
focused toward this transient and there is not currently a consensus toward the cause. Of course,
the satellite attitude control is not active for the first 3 minutes and 40 seconds after flyaway and
there is no roll or pitch control for considerably longer. There is a loss of data for several seconds
shortly after flyaway. One likely source of this transient is the passive damper. The satellite
remains in contact with the passive damper for 1-2 minutes after flyaway or until the satellite has
deployed approximately 0.5 m. Also, the in line thruster nozzles are arranged in a rectangular
pattern while the passive damper ferrule or centerpiece has three spokes corresponding to the 3
negator motors. It is likely the nitrogen gas plume from the fh'ing in line thrusters is reflected by
the centerpiece in a non symmetric fashion and may cause the satellite to be pushed to the side
until the satellite if sufficiently far away from the centerpiece for this effect to be minimized. This
hypothesis has not yet been tested or thoroughly explored.
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9.0 SATELLITE THRUSTER FIRING HISTORIES
The satellite has several sets of thrusters. For initial deployment and final retrieval at short
distances where gravity gradient forces are insufficient to maintain sufficient tension the satellite
has in line thrusters whose thrust vectors are aligned with the satellite z axis so that a thrust force
is applied to the satellite along the negative z axis. For yaw axis, attitude and spin rate control,
the satellite yaw thrusters are provided. For roll and pitch attitude control, the lateral thrusters
have been re-directed and are now adapted for this purpose. The ARD control mode was
provided to damp satellite pitch and roll rates. Figure 9.1 shows valve open or closed status for
the roll and pitch thrusters tbr the ARD and manual roll and pitch control. This provides the
history of the thruster activity for these thrusters. Figure 9.2 shows the activity for the yaw axis
thrusters. These figures provide an overview of the times when thruster f'wings were most and
least frequent. The ARD tests show clearly for the roll and pitch thrusters. The passive and
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The tension in the TSS-1R tether was measured at two locations. The outboard tension or
tension in the deployed tether outside of the deployer boom was measured at a point in the
UTCM just before the tether passes through the bugle which is the tether exit from the deployer
boom and into free space. There is a coarse and fine tensiometer at this location. The fine
tensiometer saturates at approximately 9 N. The coarse tensiometer saturates at a much higher
level and is capable of measuring higher levels covering the expected range in excess of the
nominal 50 N at the fully deployed length of 20.7 km. The gravity gradient tension levels vary
approximately linearly with tether length. The in line thrusters also contribute to the tension levels
until they are switched off during the early stages of the deployment. The inboard tensiometer ks
located in the LTCM and measures the tension in the tether segment between the tether reel and
the vernier motor grip pulley. This tension is maintained by the reel controller. The vernier motor
applies a tension to the tether pulling it off the reel and through the LTCM and UTXM pulleys
and their inherent friction. It's purpose is to overcome the internal friction of the deployer boom
and guide pulleys. When it is powered, after its 3 minute ramp up, it is fully powered.
Deployment control is exercised by the reel motor and the data acquisition and control assembly
(DACA) computer. The control law is length based and is defined to follow a desired deployment
profile. Figure 10.1 shows a comparison plot of the inboard and coarse outboard tensiometers.
The difference between the two is primarily due to the internal friction in the guide pulleys,
tensiometers, the vernier motor and the exit bugle. There is also a bias apparent in the readings of
the two tensiometers. This is evident in the difference which shows in the period after the tether
has broken. Several discrete events occur during the deployment which cause level shifts in the
measured tension that are evident in both tension measurements. The first is in line thruster 1
(ILl) which cuts off 188 seconds after flyaway. The second is IL2 which cuts off 5162 seconds
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Figure 10.2 shows the satellite z axis accelerometer multiplied by the satellite mass and converted
in sign as appropriate to compare with the outboard coarse tensiometer. The interesting points
are that the in line thrusters increase in tension shows up in the tension measurement but not in the
accelerometer reading. This is expected since the in line thrust is balanced by the tension force so
that no net change in satellite acceleration occurs. The event at approximately 9000 seconds is
apparently due to a profile segment change although it is unclear why it does not show up on the
accelerometer profile on the satellite.
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A review of Figure 10.1 reveals that this event shows up on both outboard and inboard
tensiometers. In a deployment prof'de segment change the acceleration of the tether changes
discontinuously resulting in a tension change. This should also result in an acceleration change on
the satellite. The fact that this does not show up on the satellite accelerometer is somewhat of a
mystery at this point. We have not reviewed simulation data at this point to determine whether
this result is consistent with simulation.
TSS-1 R Flight Data Evaluation
*
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As statedpreviously,neither the satelliteaccelerometeror either tensiometeron the deployer
showeda significantor evenobservabletensionincreaseat thetimeof thetetherbreak. Tension
levelssimply dropped to zero at the time of the break Charringobservedon the tether also
reinforcesthat arcingcausedthetetherbreak. The evaluationof the tetherdynamicsof TSS-1R
hasnot revealedany anomalousbehavior. The observationsmadeand shownpreviouslyare
consistentwith pre-flightsimulationsandsupporttheconclusionsthat tetherdynamicsassociated
with theTSSmissionis well modeledandunderstood. It is clearthat theeventsassociatedwith
the break in the TSS-1R tether were not relatedto any tether dynamicsanomalybut were
associatedwith the electrodynamicsof the current flow and plasmaphysics of the TSS
experiments.
11.0 CONCLUSIONS
The evaluation of the tether dynamics of TSS-1R has not revealed any anomalous behavior. The
observations made and shown previously are consistent with pre-flight simulations and support
the conclusions that tether dynamics associated with the TSS mission is well modeled and
understood. It is clear that the events associated with the break in the TSS-1R tether were not
related to any tether dynamics anomaly but were associated with the electrodynamics of the
current flow and plasma physics of the TSS experiments.
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